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Introduction

Objective: Examine the I-95 VPP data to determine 
if the speed and travel time data can be used as a 
basis to calculate winter weather road restoration 
performance measures.

Specifically by identifying the time required to 
restore the roadway to normal operating conditions. 

A candidate algorithm based on reduction of speed 
and change in confidence score within the VPP has 
been proposed.  

The algorithm is evaluated during three known 
snow events.
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to determine if the algorithm successfully identifies the onset and clearance of hazardous road conditions



Literature Review
Most DOTs use ‘time to bare pavement’. 
With  improvements in technology, traffic data can be used to 

find the time when traffic is back to normal.
MnDOT: Speed, flow, and density collected by loop detectors  

used to determine when traffic patterns return to normal and it is 
an  estimate for the ‘bare-lane-regain time’. They identify two 
common speed recovery patterns :
 Only affected by the road condition.  
 Affected by both the road condition and the traffic-flow. 

 This algorithm uses a sophisticated procedure that incorporates 
data smoothing, quantization, and identification of times of 
significant changes in speed in order to characterize and 
measure the return to normal operation.
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The most common performance measure for winter weather operations used by most DOTs is ‘time to bare pavement’. This is the time that lanes are free of snow after a snow event. (1, 2) Most DOTs use their personnel to visually inspect roadways in the field and report the time that lanes are free of snow. ( an indication of the time to bare pavement).One of the states that is investigating the use traffic data for winter weather performance measures is Minnesota. in the Twin Cities metro areaInitial findings indicated that drivers travel below the speed limit during a snow event until the roadway has recovered enough to comfortably increase speed to normal levels. Only affected by the road condition.  In this situation, the speed recovers to its free flow speed.In this situation, the speed stops at a certain level before it reaches its free flow speed



Literature Review
 The Ohio DOT has a program called “Snow & Ice Recovery 

Evaluator” Their data source for traffic is INRIX, and for weather 
is RWIS. Their basic algorithm is:
Starts when at least 5% of the routes have speeds below 10mph 

from historical speeds and at least 25% of RWIS sensors report 
snow or ice.

Ends when less than 25% of the RWIS sensors are showing 
snow or ice and wind speed is less than 15 mph. 

 If another snow event starts in less than one hour, the two 
events are  combined.

Speeds recover when less than 5% of routes have speeds below 
10 mph from historical speeds.
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of the snow event is from the previous event that models snow events and the recovery time on a district-wide basis to objectively grade their winter maintenance efforts. their road weather information system After each snow event, each district is responsible to recover the speed of their roads within three hours. The basic algorithm used in Ohio is summarized below.The authors of this paper contacted a representative of the Ohio DOT to obtain more information on their algorithm and they kindly shared some information with us. If it’s more than 6 hours the score is 0%. Recovery times between 3 and 6 hours receive pro-rated scores, for example the score for a 5 hour recovery time is 33%. Different scores are assigned to different recovery times. If the recovery time is less than 3 hours they score it as 100%. The score of different winter weather events are averaged for each district monthly.



Literature Review
Michigan DOT: The steps in their algorithm to find the 

performance measure (regain time) of winter weather events are:
The starting and ending time of the winter storm determined by 

the operations engineer/ maintenance personnel. 
 If another storm begins within 2 hours, the events are 

combined. 
Traffic data is based on 10 minute average data from RITIS. 
Whenever the average speed rises to within 5 mph of average 

historical speed for at least one hour, normal operations have 
been regained.

Michigan’s goal is to regain normal speeds in 2 hours or less, 
80% of the time for winter weather events.  
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Regional Integrated Transportation Information System (RITIS) The decision by personnel is supported by different information sources including weather radar and airport precipitation observations.Average speed and average historical speed for a segment are depicted on the same graph. A line 5mph below average historical speed forms the speed threshold.Regain Time is measured from the end of the weather event to the time it takes for speeds to return to within 5 mph of average historical speed, as previously described. Analysis is performed on a segment by segment basis.  The whole segment should be within the same maintenance responsibility area. over all TMC’s on that segment Average speed is compared to historical speed. If the segment consists of several TMC’s, the average speed and average historical speed is calculated. 



Developing the Algorithm

A candidate algorithm based on reduction of speed and 
change in confidence score within the VPP has been 
proposed and tested. 

The algorithm was developed by analyzing the data for 
hurricane Sandy and then it was evaluated and refined 
by applying on two additional case studies.

The case studies include:
Hurricane Sandy impact on I-68 in Western Maryland 

(Oct 29th and Oct 30th, 2012)
Snow event impact on I-695 (Jan 26th and Jan 27th, 2011)
Snow event impact on MD-100 (Feb 13th and Feb 14th, 

2013)
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Started on Oct, 29th, 2012 and continued to Oct, 
30th, 2012. 

Most of the areas in Maryland faced with heavy 
winds and rains but in western Maryland some 
snow has been reported.

One of the areas that experienced heavy snow was 
I-68 in western Maryland, received between 24 and 
30 inches of snow. 

Hurricane Sandy Impact on I-68 
in Western Maryland
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Hurricane Sandy is a well-known weather event that occurred in the United States during 2012.The event on I-68 During this event



Location of the Selected Segment on I-68
 One segment
 Between MD-42 / Exit 4 intersection and US-219 / Exit 14 intersection
 Eastbound with 9.2  miles length.



Analyzing Confidence Score 30

 The first step is identifying the normal variation in the 
confidence score within the VPP data.  

 It reflects whether the system has sufficient base level 
traffic data.

 A confidence score of 30 indicates that the data are driven 
by actual field observations, whereas a score of 10 or 20 
reflects the data is based primarily on historical data. 

When traffic volume diminishes, the probability of having 
significant base level data for real-time traffic information 
also diminishes. 

 The hourly average confidence score on October 29th and 
30th are contrasted against the typical weekday average 
confidence score.
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to accurately report speed and travel time information. so a confidence score of anything less than 30 also is heavily correlated with periods of low traffic flow.  The specification for the VPP is 500 vehicles per hour, and studies have indicated that it roughly approximates when the score transitions from 30 to less than 30 values.   To examine changes in the percentage of real time data during storm conditions versus normal hourly variations, the  Percentages of confidence score 30 are averaged for 5 weekdays after hurricane. is based primarily on historical data for the location, time of day and day of week. 



Hourly Percentage of Score 30 for Sandy Storm 
Days and a Typical Weekday
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The hourly average Score on October 29th, October 30th are contrasted against a typical weekday average Score In order to express the difference from typical weekday hours, the percentages of score 30 are averaged for 5 weekdays after hurricane Sandy. Figures 2 depicts the decrease in availability of real time data from the VPP during hurricane Sandy compared with typical weekdays which is likely the result of decreased traffic volumes. On October 29th at about 6 PM the confidence score is significantly less than the historical average, and it returns to normal on October 30th at around 4 PM.



Speed, Historical Speed, Percentage of Real Time Score 30, 
Percentage of Typical Day Score 30

 Based on 
15 Minute 
Intervals 
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In Figure 3, the percentage of confidence score 30 (indicating real-time data) drops to about zero around 10 PM on October 29 and recovers at approximately 7 AM on October 30.  During this time, VPP data reports a speed of 65 mph (defaulting to historical data). However, the reported speed at 7 AM on October 30 is likely not correct.  A confidence score less than 30 indicates that the VPP does not have sufficient real time probe data, so a historical speed is reported.  Lack of real time probe data makes the reported speed unreliable. 



Further Analysis

 Lack of real time probe data makes the reported speed 
unreliable. 

 This problem happens because VPP suite also uses any data 
with Score 20 or 10 in its speed calculations

 To alleviate this problem, a 15 minute running average was 
calculated using only real time data. The 15 minute rolling 
horizon is assessed every minute. 
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.  Since speed defaults to a historical average whenever Score equal 20 or 10, the average 15 minute speed reported by the RITIS VPP suite can be misleading. For example, data from 3:13 to 3:28 are used to calculate the average speed and percentage of Score 30 at 3:28.  Only data with score equal 30 is used in the speed calculation.  If there is no real time data in the last 15 minutes, the speed is reported as null.  Further investigation of the 15 minute speed data from the VPP suite archive, available through the Regional Integrated Transportation Information System (RITIS) (10), revealed that real time data (confidence score equal to 30) as well as unreliable data (confidence score less than 30) are used to calculate the average speed in 15 minute intervals. Since speed defaults to a historical average whenever the confidence score equals 20 or 10, the average 15 minute speed reported by the RITIS VPP suite (10) can be misleadingly high in these situations.To address this problem, a 15 minute running average speed was calculated using only real time data (confidence score equal to 30) from the one minute VPP speed archive rather than using the VPP suite 15 minute average data.  In this new analysis, the 15 minute rolling horizon is assessed every minute. For example, data from 3:13 to 3:28 are used to calculate the average speed and percentage of confidence score 30 at 3:28.  Only data with a confidence score equal to 30 is used in the speed calculation.  If there is no real time data in the last 15 minutes, the speed is reported as null. The results using this revised data aggregation technique are shown in Figure 4.



Speed, Historical Speed, Percentage of Real Time Score 30, 
Percentage of Typical Day Score 30

 Based on            
15 Minute   
Rolling Horizon 
for Each Minute

 Using Only 
Real Time Data



Winter Road Restoration Time Algorithm

Based on the Speed and Confidence reported in VPP:

1) Establish a speed thresholds based on historical data.

2) Establish a confidence threshold based on historical.

3) Use 15 minute rolling horizon for calculation of speed and 
percentage of score 30 for each minute. The speed calculation 
should be only based on real time speeds. 
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from the VPP– call this the reference speed. data from  the VPP – call this the reference confidence score



Winter Road Restoration Time Algorithm
4) Beginning: When the percentage of score 30 drops below

40% of  reference confidence at nights or below 80% of  
reference confidence at days or speed drops below 50% of 
reference speed for at least 30 minutes.

5) Ending: When the percentage of score 30 rises above 40% of 
reference confidence at nights or above 80% of reference 
confidence at days and speed rises above 50% of reference 
speed for  at least 1 hour.

6) The time difference between the beginning and end of the 
winter weather event establishes the restoration time.
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the time prior to the beginning should be considered. If , otherwise the previous reported beginning time is valid.However if the speed does not have a similar pattern and it fluctuates, the previous reported ending time is valid.This algorithm attempts to determine the full duration of the mobility impact resulting from a winter weather event – that is from the time average speeds are determined to be well below historical averages to when they return to historically normal conditions, all based on the reported speed and the confidence score provided in the VPP probe data. It should be mentioned that the thresholds in this algorithm has been obtained by extensive sensitivity analysis on the data. Other combinations of thresholds would end in detection of several events instead of just one. If the drop in speed is the only cause of the beginning point and the speed is dropping continuously until it hits the 50% of the reference speed, the beginning time should be reported when speed drops below 80% of reference speed.If in the ending of the event, the speed is continuously increasing; the ending point of the event should be reported as when the speed rises above 80% of reference speed. 



Restoration Time on I-68

Interval for Winter Road Restoration Time Beginning Time Ending Time Duration

1 21:53 36:13 14:20
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By using this algorithm on the winter weather event in the current case study on I-68, the restoration time can be found. The beginning time is around 21:53 on Oct, 29th and the ending time is around 12:13 on Oct, 30th. The restoration time this event is about 14 hours and 20 minutes until traffic situation gets back to normal. The results are shown in Figure 5. The beginning of the winter event effect is shown with a red line and the ending of the winter event effect is shown with a green line. 



 A winter storm hit the Washington and Baltimore 
metropolitan areas on Wednesday, January 26th, 2011.

 The storm came in two waves: The first one came in 
northern Maryland in the early morning. The second one was 
a stronger wave that hit the region late Wednesday afternoon 
and evening and brought heavy snow to most of the region. 

 There were so many reports of commuters delayed for 5 to 
10 hours to get home from work while others abandoned 
their vehicles. 

 The Baltimore beltway which is the area under investigation 
received between 9 and 10 inches of snowfall during this 
event. 

Case Study-2: Snow Event Impact on I-695



Location of the Segment on I-695
 One segment
 Counterclockwise Direction on Northwest of I-695
 From I-83, exit 24 to I-795, exit 19
 5.9 Miles



Speed, Historical Speed, Percentage of Real Time Score 30, 
Percentage of Typical Day Score 30

 Based on            
15 Minute   
Rolling Horizon 
for Each Minute

 Using Only Real 
Time Data
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Like the analysis on I-68 during hurricane Sandy, a 15 minute running average was calculated using only real time data (confidence score equal to 30) from the one minute VPP speed archive rather than using the VPP suite 15 minute average data. As before, the 15 minute rolling horizon is assessed every minute. Only data with confidence score equal to 30 is used in the speed calculation.  If there is no real time data in the last 15 minutes, the speed is reported as null. The results for this segment are shown in Figure 7.



Restoration Time on I-695

Interval for Winter Road Restoration Time Beginning Time Ending Time Duration

1 17:32 25:00 7:28
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The proposed algorithm was applied on this case study data and the results are shown in Figure 8. The beginning time for the winter event is around 17:32 on Jan, 26th and the ending time is around 1:00 on Jan, 27th. The restoration time for this event is about 7 hours and 30 minutes.



 On Feb 13th around 5:30 PM, snow started on MD-100 and it 
lasted until around 0:30 AM on Feb 14th .

 Congestion was reported on MD-100 in Anne Arundel County. 
 A 6.4 mile segment on eastbound of MD-100 was analyzed. 

Case Study-3: Snow Event Impact on MD-100 
in Anne Arundel County
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during that time. 



Speed, Historical Speed, Percentage of Real Time Score 30, 
Percentage of Typical Day Score 30

 Based on            
15 Minute   
Rolling Horizon 
for Each Minute

 Using Only 
Real Time Data
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The speed, historical speed, score 30 and typical score 30 on this segment is graphed in Figure 10.



Restoration Time on MD-100

Interval for Winter Road Restoration Time Beginning Time Ending Time Duration

1 24:47 26:37 1:50

2 30:28 31:!6 0:48
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By using the proposed algorithm on this data, two intervals are found for the winter weather event. The first restoration time is between 0:47 to 2:37 on Feb, 14th and the second restoration time is between 6:28 and 7:16 on the same day. The results are shown in Figure 11.



Summary and Conclusion

 The proposed algorithm can detect unusual activity related 
to a winter weather, but it may be difficult to distinguish 
between a weather event and a major incident.

 The reported speed when score is either ‘10’ or ‘20’ should 
be ignored.

 Extension of the event into overnight hours in which 
volumes are typically low is problematic for the algorithm.

 This algorithm have been used on severe storms and may 
not work for less severe ones.
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The reported speed when score is either ‘10’ or ‘20’ should be ignored, as it defaults to a historical or free-flow value.Confidence score of ’10’ or ‘20’ serves as a surrogate for low volume. Actual volume measures would be more useful.  It is useful for identifying return to normal conditions, that is identifying the end of the impact to traffic due to a weather event. Typically overnight hours are characterized by low confidence scores, so if a winter weather event extends overnight, determining the end of the event may be problematic.



Summary and Conclusion
 The algorithm could assist in detecting onset of possible 

winter weather events, but the fidelity of identifying the 
onset of a weather event is limited.  Human review or 
use of weather data is needed to guard against false 
positives.

 Correctly assessing the beginning of a winter weather 
event proved most challenging.  If the starting and 
ending of the weather situation can be provided by DOT 
personnel or weather sensors, then the focus of the 
algorithm can be simplified to determine the return to 
normal traffic conditions similar to the Michigan and 
Ohio algorithms. 
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because many other circumstances can cause reduction in speeds apart from snow accumulationThe proposed algorithm attempted to automatically detect the starting and ending of the weather events and to determine  the overall impact on mobility by measuring how long a roadway was operating at less than normal conditions. Future StudyA more effective algorithm can be developed if the beginning and ending of the storm event (particularly precipitation) is identified either by DOT personnel or by a weather system such as RWIS.The restoration time should be measured from the time of the end of precipitation (or derivative as determined by DOT policy) until the time traffic returns to normal operations.  The definition of ‘normal operations’ is subject both to DOT policy objectives, and what can be accurately measured using VPP data.Measurement of segment, corridor, or area based performance measures is possible, and should be determined by Maryland DOT policy for key performance areas.
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